Hit the
road!

A good road trip is the best fun you can have without breaking
the law. But it can also be a nightmare, especially if the kids are
fighting, you’re lost and your tent fell off the roof somewhere
outside Leeu-Gamka… Don’t worry, we’re here to help.
WORDS NICK DALL PICTURES JAMES GARAGHTY

NAVIGATION
Mapstudio South
Africa Road Atlas
1

GPS devices and navigational apps
are great, but I don’t go anywhere
without this trusty atlas in the
cubbyhole. Route planning should
be a family affair and it’s just not
the same if you’re all squinting at
a 4-inch screen in the Karoo sun.
What’s more, a paper map book
allows you to see the bigger picture.
Still not convinced? It’ll never run
out of batteries or fail to connect
with a satellite and it costs less
than a hundred bucks.
R85 at bookshops, petrol
stations, outdoor stores and
mapstudio.co.za
If you’re planning a multinational
overlanding trip, get the Mapstudio
Africa Road Atlas (R200) as a backup for your GPS.
2 Slingsby Maps Wild
Coast Touring Map

Peter Slingsby has a reputation
for crafting detailed, beautiful and
useful maps. This one of the Wild
Coast is no different. We’ve featured
previous versions of it before and
the new one is just as chock-a-block
with information. There’s useful
info like hotel telephone numbers
and walking distances between
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river mouths, plus more indulgent
historical and geographical titbits.
In fact, there’s so much on it that it
could replace your guidebook.
R170 at slingsbymaps.com
3 Scenic Day Drives
from Cape Town

Mike Lundy passed away last year,
but his legacy lives on in his books.
He’s best known for his excellent
hiking books, but he brings the
same research, enthusiasm and
knowledge to this book – the only
one he compiled about exploring
in a car. Featuring 15 drives in total,
each entry has detailed directions
(including GPS co-ordinates),
fascinating points of interest,
beautiful photos and easy-tofollow maps. It’s sad that Mike didn’t
get around to doing similar books
for other parts of the country…
R200 at capeunionmart.co.za;
humanrousseau.com
4 Tracks4Africa SD
card 15.10

If you drive a sedan and stay in
regular B&Bs and campsites in
southern Africa, you don’t need to
spend a cent on digital navigation:
just download Google Maps and
hit the road.

But if your idea of a holiday
involves diff locks, solenoids and
reserve fuel tanks in far-flung places
like Rwanda and Sudan, then you
need Tracks4Africa on your side.
There are a few ways to access
their vast reservoir of knowledge
(paper maps, downloads, a new
navigational app), but the triedand-tested SD card is still a crowd
favourite. Simply insert the card
into your compatible Garmin GPS
(it won’t work in a TomTom or any
other GPS device) and start to
navigate more than 900 000 km
of roads throughout Africa.
R790 at leading outdoor stores
and tracks4africa.co.za
5

Garmin Dashcam 20

This isn’t really a navigation aid,
but it’s useful nonetheless. It’s
simple to use: All you have to do
is stick the suction cup to your
windscreen, attach the camera to
the mount and turn it on. Once
you’ve done this, the dashcam will
record wide-angle, HD footage of
the road ahead of you. What’s more,
all footage is stamped with your
latitude, longitude and speed…
and the date and time, of course.
As you can imagine, all of this
footage uses up lots of data, but

fortunately Garmin has figured
out a way around this: The camera
saves footage in 250 MB chunks and
automatically deletes old footage
to make way for new recordings.
The device is programmed to
detect “events” (heavy braking,
sharp turns, collisions); these are
saved as protected files and won’t
be automatically deleted. Also, if
you see something interesting (a
leopard running across the road,
for example) you can manually
protect a file.
You can also take snapshots
with the camera, and record the
sound inside your car if you want
to. It comes standard with a 4 GB
micro SD card (it can take bigger
cards, up to 32 GB), a USB cable,
and a car charger that plugs into
your cigarette lighter – you’ll need
to leave this plugged in for long
drives because the battery life isn’t
much more than an hour.
It might seem pricey, but in the
event of an accident it could save
you lots of money in insurance.
Or you might see something
unbelievable and become a viral
sensation on Facebook. Anything
is possible in South Africa…
R3 000 at leading outdoor and
camera retailers and garmin.co.za
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There are also Slingsby maps of Table Mountain,
the Cederberg, the Drakensberg and more of
SA’s most popular tourist areas. Prices range
from R120 to R270.
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The round bit is
designed to fit
snugly in a car
drinks holder.

The Purple Cow
Magnetic Travel
Games
6

Want to cut down on the
kids’ screen time? Or are you
just tired of them hijacking
your iPad? Then invest in a
few magnetic travel games
and keep them happy all the
way from Beaufort West to
Bloem. That’s the idea, at least.
This affordable and compact
range has games for all ages,
like Magnetic Chess and
Magnetic Battleship.
R95 each at pollywiggles.co.za;
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loot.co.za and selected Exclusive
Books outlets

Makro, Game and Pick n Pay;
011 822 4150

Moto Quip Twin
USB/DC Power Cup

Bushnell Falcon
10 x 50 Binoculars

Put the dusty cigarette lighter in
your car to good use and transform
it into a charging hub. This nifty
adapter has two USB outputs for
cellphones, GPSes and GoPros, and
two 12 V socket outlets for camping
gadgets like thermoelectric
coolers. Don’t use all four outlets
if the car isn’t running, as it could
drain your battery quite quickly.
R230 at big retailers like

Every car needs at least one
pair of binoculars, and these
guys are tough enough to
knock around in the cubbyhole,
powerful enough to tell a tawny
from a steppe eagle, and cheap
enough for junior to smear his
sticky fingers all over the lenses.
They’re rather bulky, but at least
this makes them easier to find.
R1 100 at capeunionmart.co.za
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Go Gear Vent
Pack Organizer
9

Clip one of these little guys into an
air vent on the dashboard to store
your phone or GPS. It’s sturdily made
and simple to install. It hangs below
the vent so you’ll still be able to use
the aircon en route to Hotazel.
R135 at outdoorwarehouse.co.za
10 Moto Quip
Drink Holder

If your car doesn’t have enough
drink holders, simply clip this
fella into an air vent. The holder
self-adjusts to fit different-sized
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cans, mugs and bottles, making
it a particularly safe place to put
hot coffee. My only gripe is that it
obstructs airflow, especially when
there’s a drink in the holder.
R50 at big retailers like Makro,
Game and Pick n Pay;
011 822 4150
11

Car Seat Organiser

Tired of wading through piles of
crumpled magazines and tangled
charger cables every time you
venture into the kids’ half of the car?
Simply tie one of these to the back
of each front seat and bribe, beg or
go-southernafrica.com

bully the offspring into using them.
R165 at neatfreak.co.za

R1 000 at capeunionmart.co.za;
outdoorwarehouse.co.za
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Coleman 28QT
Xtreme 3 Cooler Box

Thule Touring 200
Roof Box

This dapper grey-and-orange cooler
is a bit pricier than your average
Coleman, but it’s also much stronger
(the lid can support up to 110 kg)
and better at keeping stuff cold
(up to three days on ice).
At 26 litres in size, it’s neither too
small nor too big. The package is
rounded off with well-thought-out
details like cup holders in the lid
and a very tight lid seal.

I bought one of these before our
last family road trip and I can
honestly say it was one of the
best investments I’ve ever made.
Its 400-litre capacity is bigger
than a VW Polo’s boot (280 litres)
and not much smaller than a
Toyota Fortuner’s (550 litres). It’s
advisable to pack lightweight but
bulky items and to make sure your
stuff is evenly distributed.

13

The box takes three minutes
to install if your roof bars are
already on and it’s very cleverly
designed: It opens on both sides
and you can only remove the key
once it’s properly locked – a great
safety feature.
If you don’t already have roof
bars, you’ll need to purchase a set.
Prices vary depending on the bar
you choose and whether your car
already has roof rails (from R2 700
for cars with roof rails and R3 400
for cars without).
R9 000 at Thule stockists;
thule.com/en/za
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3 ROAD TRIP APPS
Game Drive
At the time of writing,
this excellent app from
wildlife photographer Heinrich van
den Berg was only available for
iPad. It combines a thorough guide
to the mammals, reptiles and birds
of southern Africa with interactive
animal quizzes, a personal check
list, plus some fascinating animal
facts and distribution maps. It’s not
a definitive guide to every species
found in southern Africa, but it
will enhance the game-reserve
experience for the whole family.
R280 from the App Store;
hphpublishing.co.za

TESTED!

These three products all make lofty
claims. But do they actually deliver?

Tracks4Africa
Guide App
Tracks4Africa is known
for its navigational tools, but this is
something completely different. It’s
a digital paper map coupled with
guidebook information.
The app itself is free, but you
have to pay to download one of
the nine guides: South Africa costs
R330; Namibia and Botswana cost
R220 each. The South Africa guide
contains 40 469 points of interest,
including campsites, guesthouses
and restaurants. Some of the points
give only GPS co-ordinates, but
others have detailed descriptions,
photos, web links, reviews, etc.
R220 – R430 from the App Store;
t4a-guide-app.tracks4africa.co.za

Family Car Games
It may not win any
prizes for beautiful
design or cutting-edge func
tionality, but this exhaustive list
of car games is definitely worth
its meagre price tag. The games
are divided into categories like
“Guessing games”, “Keeping the
peace” and “Under 5”, and each
entry contains detailed instructions
on how to play the game and
hints on how to make it more
challenging or interesting.
None of the games requires
anything other than a car full of
bored people, some scenery, and
– in some cases – a car radio.
R28 from the App Store
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Senz Smart S
Umbrella

Larry’s Sound
Eggy Beats
This silicone egg serves as an
amplifier for your smartphone.
Simply slot your phone into the
groove, which doubles as a stand,
and enjoy a volume increase of
as much as 13dB. No cables or
batteries are required: The egg’s
unique shape and hollow structure
do all the work.
Apparently it works best with an
iPhone 5 or 6, or a Samsung Galaxy
S6, but there was a noticeable
volume increase with my old iPhone
4s, too. Not a game changer, but
probably worth a hundred bucks.
R100 at larryslife.com
– Nick Dall

This incredible Dutch umbrella is
designed to “float on the wind” and
will apparently never turn inside
out. Its asymmetrical shape allows
it to adjust to the ever-changing
direction of the wind, much like a
flag or a weathervane would. This
version can “only” withstand winds
of 60 km/h, but Senz also makes
bigger versions that have been
tested in wind tunnels at speeds
of over 100 km/h. (Visit goo.
gl/7G1DyR for a mind-boggling
video of the beatings these
umbrellas can withstand.)
The Smart S is compact (it can
easily fit into a handbag or laptop
case), stylish and built to last. And
it’s not even that expensive. I can
not recommend this product
highly enough.
R450 at capeunionmart.co.za
– Nick Dall

Garmin Varia
Rearview Bike Radar
This gadget allows you to “see” cars
coming up behind you. Attach the
radar unit (above left) to your seat
post, as you would a standard bike
light. When a car approaches it will
increase in brightness, making you
more visible.
The radar unit also communi
cates with a neat handle bar unit
(above right), which shows up to
eight cars approaching. As they get
closer, a green light turns orange,
or red if the car is dangerously
close. That’s when you should
move over. You don’t need to
buy the handlebar unit if you
have a compatible Garmin Edge
cycling computer.
It’s simple, clever technology
that will make any ride much safer.
The only drawback is the price.
R3 900 for radar and handlebar
unit; R2 700 for radar unit only;
garmin.co.za
– Jon Minster

